
1. Introduction
The near surface of the ocean is a region that is frequently subject to turbulent mixing under the action of 
winds, waves, and destabilizing buoyancy fluxes. This persistent and vigorous turbulent mixing is reflected in 
the process-oriented description of this region as the oceanic surface turbulent boundary layer. Such mixing 
acts to vertically homogenize scalar properties such as temperature, salinity, and other tracers. The seasonal to 
longer term imprints of this mixing leads to the notion of a mixed layer, which is related to but distinct from the 
surface turbulent boundary layer ( Brainerd & Gregg, 1995; D’Asaro, 2014; Sutherland et al., 2014 ). The mixed 
layer affords an important diagnostic measure of vertical exchange and ventilation without detailed knowledge of 
boundary layer turbulence processes. Consequently, the mixed layer has become a central diagnostic measure of 
how the ocean interacts with the atmosphere and sea ice as part of the climate system.

The ocean mixed layer regulates the exchange of heat, gases, and other properties between the atmosphere and 
the ocean. Physical properties of this region control the magnitude of the the diurnal cycle ( Price et al., 1986 ), 
provide the thermal energy available to a tropical cyclone ( Ginis, 2002 ), and modulate the seasonal cycle ( Large 
et al., 1994 ). The mixed layer transmits properties to the ocean interior through ventilation and the formation of the 
thermocline ( Luyten et al., 1983; Williams, 1991 ) and through surface water-mass transformation ( Groeskamp 
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et al., 2019 ). The mixed layer is also the setting of the biological pump ( Franks, 2014; Gardner et al., 1995 ) and 
modulates carbon subduction to the interior ( Omand et al., 2015 ). Descriptive and quantitative analysis of the 
mixed layer and mixed layer processes requires one to identify the mixed layer depth ( MLD ), which is the focus 
of this study.

1.1. Requirements for Defining a Mixed Layer Depth

The primary purpose of a MLD diagnostic is to identify the vertical extent where near-surface ocean properties 
are mixed. Mixing processes in the ocean are transient and in regular competition with restratification, such that 
a mixed layer is rarely perfectly homogeneous. Furthermore, observed and modeled ocean states represent either 
snapshots or time mean states, which are incomplete descriptions of the mixed layer and its evolution beyond a 
given time interval. It follows that practical mixed layer diagnostics allow for a degree of inhomogeneity, and thus 
the mixed layer subjectively represents a layer that recently experienced mixing or is conditioned to experience 
mixing in the near future.

Many scalars could be used to identify the MLD, with thermodynamic quantities such as temperature, salinity, 
and density commonly chosen. Identifying the MLD from density stratification physically connects the mixed 
layer to the turbulent boundary layer ( see Section 2 ). These quantities are also observed and recorded globally 
via moorings, gliders, Argo floats, and CTD surveys, and are routinely saved as part of numerical ocean model 
output. While a single profile of stratification cannot indicate active mixing, it does sample the recent history of 
turbulent fluxes in a column via their imprint on the stratification. Therefore, defining the MLD as a region with 
low density stratification is a natural approach and is broadly applicable to physical, chemical, and biological 
mixed layer analysis.

1.1.1. Threshold Based Mixed Layer Depths

The mixed layer is characterized by a well-mixed region near the surface and a transition region near the base, 
capping the stratification below. One method to define the MLD is to apply threshold criteria based on the vertical 
structure of scalar fields. The threshold method defines the MLD where the near-surface value of a chosen quan-
tity, ψ, exceeds a subjectively specified threshold, Δψ, from its surface value ( de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004; 
Levitus, 1982 ):

�(� = −ℎ��) = �(� = ��) + Δ�, (1)

where hML > 0 is the MLD, zd is a reference geopotential position, and all functions are also dependent on time 
and horizontal location. A common choice for ψ is potential density ρθ, though in regions where density is domi-
nated by temperature, such as the tropical latitudes, potential temperature θ is also used ( see de Boyer Montégut 
et al., 2004; Holte & Talley, 2009; Thomson & Fine, 2003, for a few summaries of threshold methods ).

Details of the thresholds can have sizable impacts on the diagnosed MLD and there is little physical guidance 
for choosing such thresholds. Many implementations of the threshold method chose a reference geopotential 
position of zd = −10 m to reduce sensitivity to the diurnal cycle. A common threshold value is Δρθ = 0.03 kg 
m −3 ( de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004 ), empirically determined from visual inspection of ocean profiles. However, 
these choices can bias the method toward mid-latitude mixed layers. In particular, previous studies find that 
lower thresholds are needed to avoid overestimating the MLD when there is weak stratification, such as in the 
high-latitude winters ( see Noh & Lee, 2008 ). Other studies find that higher thresholds are needed to avoid under-
estimating the MLD in shallow mixed layers, such as in the Arctic ( Peralta-Ferriz & Woodgate, 2015 ). Hence, 
there is no choice that works well to identify the MLD in all regions of the ocean ( see also Holte & Talley, 2009; 
Hosoda et al., 2010; Thomson & Fine, 2003 ). Despite these shortcoming, the threshold method is the standard 
method to estimate the MLD in the ocean component of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project protocol 
( Griffies et al., 2016 ), which is both a result of and a perpetuation of its prevalence in the oceanographic and 
climate communities.

1.1.2. Algorithm Based Mixed Layer Depths

There are numerous alternative methods proposed to identify the MLD in place of the threshold method. These 
other methods target other physical features of a water column that also characterize typical mixed layers. 
For example, gradient methods estimate the MLD from vertical property gradients, since stratification often 
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reaches a maximum value between the mixed layer and the pycnocline, thermocline, or halocline ( Lukas & 
Lindstrom, 1991 ). Even considering these alternatives, no single method has been identified as a standard method 
to accurately estimate the MLD over the diverse combination of temperature, salinity, and density profiles found 
throughout the world's oceans.

Hybrid methods have emerged as a popular choice to more accurately estimate the MLD globally by combining 
several approaches into a single algorithmic approach. Algorithm methods analyze patterns in water column 
features and navigate logical decision trees to determine whether threshold, gradient, or other methods are opti-
mal for a given regime. A popular recent algorithm approach is described in detail by Holte and Talley ( 2009, 
hereafter HT09 ). The HT09 algorithm approach yields a globally applicable MLD diagnostic that considers 
spatial and seasonal patterns of what a mixed layer usually looks like. However, the HT09 algorithm uses a 
multi-step decision tree that is computationally intensive to implement for evaluating many profiles, such as typi-
cally occurs with model diagnostics. Furthermore, the branches of the algorithm rely on critical thresholds like 
Equation 1 that are subjectively chosen. The classification scheme also creates discontinuities related to discrete 
boundaries between classification methods, where a continuous field is desirable.

1.2. Turbulent Boundary Layer Depths

The surface turbulent boundary layer depth ( BLD ) is the process-driven counterpart to the MLD that measures 
the depth that properties are actively experiencing vertical turbulent mixing. Diagnosing the BLD requires know-
ing turbulent quantities in the water column, such as turbulent kinetic energy ( TKE ), dissipation, or turbulent 
fluxes ( see Brainerd & Gregg, 1995; Burchard, 2001; Lozovatsky et al., 2006; Sutherland et al., 2014 ). These 
turbulent properties are rarely available from field measurements or resolved by models, hence the BLD is diffi-
cult to diagnose on global scales.

Parameterizations for the BLD exist, particularly those used in numerical ocean models. These parameterizations 
require information such as the buoyancy and current profiles ( e.g., Large et al., 1994 ) or the surface momentum 
and buoyancy fluxes ( e.g., Gaspar et al., 1990; Kraus & Turner, 1967; Reichl & Hallberg, 2018 ) to estimate the 
BLD. Since ocean currents are rarely observed together with hydrographic profiles ( e.g., on an Argo float, see 
Wong et al. ( 2020 ) ), there is little opportunity for using parameterized turbulent mixing layer depths from obser-
vations globally. Observational analysis of the boundary layer is therefore limited to specific stations/times when 
sufficient measurements are taken.

Even if we had information needed to diagnose the BLD, would the BLD be preferable to the MLD, where the 
MLD measures the depth over which active turbulent mixing is imprinted on scalar properties? If interested 
in direct effects of turbulent mixing, knowing the BLD is important. However, for large-scale questions over 
seasonal to climate time scales, we propose that the MLD is a more relevant measure of ocean mixing and its 
associated ventilation. The difference is whether we are interested in the turbulent processes themselves or with 
their effects on the evolution of ocean properties, such as ocean interior heat and carbon concentrations.

1.3. An Improved, Energy Based Method to Define the Mixed Layer

The reason that existing methods contain arbitrary, subjective thresholds to define the MLD is that they are not 
directly related to the physical principles that underpin ocean boundary layer mixing. In this paper, we incor-
porate a basic understanding of turbulent mixing energetics as part of a proposed new MLD diagnostic. We 
demonstrate that the potential energy ( PE ) of the ocean column is a suitable basis to diagnose the MLD and offers 
significant physical and conceptual benefits compared to previous methods. The resulting energetically based 
MLD directly aligns with the physics of boundary layer turbulence while remaining a practical diagnostic for 
observations and numerical models. The proposed MLD is physically interpreted as the depth to which a given 
energy could homogenize a column of seawater. The threshold energy value in the PE based MLD is connected 
to mixing energetics and thus offers a physical basis for its choice.

We report details of the new method in this manuscript. First, in Section 2 we review the energetics of the turbu-
lent ocean surface boundary layer to introduce the concept of PE anomaly. In Section 3 we use the PE anomaly 
to examine the stratification in the mixed layer identified by common existing MLD methods. This analysis 
motivates us to propose a new MLD method that directly considers the PE anomaly of the mixed layer. Finally, 
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we investigate various implementation choices for this method ( Section 4 ) 
and offer recommendations for its general use. Appendix A provides some 
comments on the Boussinesq approximation, and Appendix B offers guid-
ance for understanding the values for the energies considered in the MLD 
diagnostic.

2. Energy in Mixed Layers and Turbulent Boundary 
Layers
In this section we discuss how the PE can be used to describe the stratification 
of a seawater column. We begin by reviewing the energetics of the formation 
and maintenance of an ocean mixed layer. The connection between the budg-
ets for PE and TKE highlights the physical basis behind the PE method later 
proposed to define mixed layer depths.

2.1. The Turbulent Buoyancy Flux Converts Between TKE and PE in a 
Water Column

The one-dimensional TKE budget for the surface boundary layer describes 
the production, dissipation, and vertical transport of energy ( see Rodi, 1987 ), 
while neglecting horizontal processes. The vertically integrated TKE budget 
from an arbitrary vertical position, z = −h, to the ocean surface, z = η, is 
given here in a form that neglects temporal changes in η and h and neglects 
TKE fluxes across the integration bounds:

d

d𝑡𝑡

(

∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

𝑘𝑘 d𝑧𝑧

)

= ∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

(

−𝑤𝑤′𝑢𝑢′
𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 +𝑤𝑤′𝑏𝑏′ − 𝜖𝜖

)

d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (2)

where

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑢𝑢′
𝑖𝑖
𝑢𝑢′
𝑖𝑖
∕2 (3)

is the TKE per unit mass ( see Table 1 for a list of symbols used in this paper ),  
and the Einstein summation convention is assumed when indices are repeated. 
Summations are taken over three index dimensions in Equation 3, but since 

the boundary layer approximation is already taken in Equation 2 only the two horizontal indices are summed. The 
mean fields are determined by an averaging filter denoted by an overbar 𝐴𝐴

(

𝜓𝜓
)

 , which formally represents the mean 
over an ensemble of realizations ( see chapter 13 of Kundu and Cohen ( 2007 ) or Tennekes and Lumley ( 1972 ) for 
a thorough introduction ). Turbulent fields ( ψ′ ) are then defined as the difference between the full field and the 
mean 𝐴𝐴

(

𝜓𝜓 ′ = 𝜓𝜓 − 𝜓𝜓
)

 . The TKE budget Equation 2 includes three terms on the RHS that may increase or decrease 
turbulence ( TKE ) in a seawater layer. Additional TKE sources and sinks are not precluded from this discussion 
and could be introduced through boundary conditions or additional physical processes such as Stokes production 
( e.g., Reichl & Li, 2019 ).

The first term on the RHS in Equation 2 is the integrated shear-production 𝐴𝐴 −𝑤𝑤′𝑢𝑢′
𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , which is a TKE source. The 

downgradient form of shear-production is introduced by defining a variable eddy-viscosity, KM:

−𝑤𝑤′𝑢𝑢′
𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 = 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀

[

(

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢1
)2

+
(

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢2
)2
]

= 𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑆2, (4)

where

𝑆𝑆2
=
(

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢1
)2

+
(

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑢𝑢2
)2 (5)

is the squared mean shear frequency. This term is sign definite for positive values of KM, hence the shear produc-
tion is usually taken to be a TKE source. The final term in Equation 2 is the dissipation, ϵ > 0, which represents 
a loss of TKE to viscous dissipation.

Variable Definition MKS units

ϵ TKE dissipation rate m 2 s −3

η sea surface elevation above geoid m

φ potential energy anomaly J m −2

ρ in situ density kg m −3

ρ0 constant reference density kg m −3

ρθ potential density kg m −3

Θ Conservative Temperature °C

b buoyancy ( −g( ρ/ρ0 − 1 ) ) m s −2

g gravitational acceleration m s −2

h depth ( h = −z ) m

hML mixed layer depth ( MLD ) m

k turbulent kinetic energy ( TKE ) ( per unit mass ) m 2 s −2

KH turbulent diffusivity m 2 s −1

KM turbulent viscosity m 2 s −1

N 2 Brunt-Väisälä frequency s −2

Pg gravitational potential energy J m −2

S Absolute Salinity g kg −1

ui components of 3d velocity vector m s −1

w = u3 vertical velocity component m s −1

xi components of 3d position vector m

z = x3 vertical position ( positive up ) m

zc column center of mass ( positive up ) m

zd threshold vertical position ( positive up ) m

zr reference vertical position ( positive up ) m

Table 1 
Table of Variables and Their Definitions as Used in This Paper
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The second term in Equation 2 is the buoyancy flux, 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝑏𝑏′ , which can also be described by a downgradient form 
for conceptual purposes with variable eddy-diffusivity, KH:

𝑤𝑤′𝑏𝑏′ = −𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻 𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑏𝑏 = −𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻 𝑁𝑁2, (6)

where

𝑁𝑁2
= 𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑏𝑏 = − (𝑔𝑔∕𝜌𝜌0) 𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝜌𝜌 (7)

is the squared buoyancy frequency of the mean state. The buoyancy flux is not sign-definite even when assumed 
downgradient, for example, it can be a source of TKE when N 2 < 0 ( unstable stratification ) and a sink of TKE 
when N 2 > 0 ( stable stratification ). The downgradient assumption yields conceptual benefits, and while it may 
be unphysical during convection the general relationships between the sign of the buoyancy flux and the TKE 
budget hold. The TKE loss in stable stratification is usually a much smaller sink than dissipation, often more than 
an order of magnitude smaller, where 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝑏𝑏′∕𝜖𝜖 ≤ 0.2 in stably stratified turbulence ( e.g., Osborn, 1980 ). However, 
the buoyancy flux is central to our purposes since it connects the TKE budget to the gravitational PE of a water 
column.

The gravitational PE per horizontal area, Pg, of a fluid column is determined by its mass ( per unit area ) and the 
position of its center of mass along the axis of gravity. This can be summarized in integral form from the in situ 
density profile as:

𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 = ∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌 𝑔𝑔 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (8)

where η and h are the same integration bounds as in Equation  2 and the remaining variables are defined in 
Table 1. While the PE budget contains numerous terms, the contribution of vertical mixing is realized as:

d𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔

d𝑡𝑡
= … − 𝜌𝜌0 ∫

𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

𝑤𝑤′𝑏𝑏′ d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (9)

We here see that the buoyancy flux contributes oppositely to the mean PE in Equation 9 relative to the TKE in 
Equation 2. Hence, the turbulent buoyancy flux converts between kinetic energy in turbulence and mean PE ( see 
Burchard, 2002, for a detailed discussion of the upper ocean energy budget ).

2.2. The PE Anomaly Measures the Integrated Effects of Stratification

The particularly simple form of the PE budget in the previous subsection ( Equation 9 ) motivates us to use the 
PE to measure vertical stratification in the water column. We achieve this aim by computing the PE difference 
between a given state and its corresponding fully mixed state, thus connecting the stratification to the energetics 
of turbulence in Equation 2.

The tendency of Pg can be found directly by taking the time derivative of Equation 8:

d𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔

d𝑡𝑡
=

d

d𝑡𝑡

[

∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌 𝑔𝑔 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑧𝑧

]

. (10)

Estimating this time tendency from repeated density profiles would yield information about turbulent mixing 
directly from only the density. However, subsequent profiles of density are not always readily available, for 
example, an Argo float only makes one measurement per 10 days. Even if subsequent profiles are available, the 
impacts of boundary fluxes and lateral processes in observations can be difficult to untangle from the mixing, 
and thus we prefer a simpler approach. Therefore we evaluate the time integral of Equation 10 from the current 
time, t = ti, to a specific, hypothetical future time, t = tm. In the absence of forcing, the maximum achievable value 
of  this time integral for a stable future state is the difference in the PE per unit area of the mixed state relative to 
the current state:
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Δ𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 =

PE at Mixed State 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

∫
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚

−ℎ

𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑧𝑧 −

Current State 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

∫
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖

−ℎ

𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑧𝑧 𝑧
 (11)

The maximum PE state that a column of seawater can evolve to without a mean external forcing is one where all 
scalar properties ( notably Conservative Temperature, Θ, and Absolute Salinity, S ) are well-mixed from −h to η. 
ρm is thus the in situ density profile corresponding to the well-mixed state of the column, where ρm is not generally 
uniform vertically since pressure is a function of depth in the column. Furthermore, ηm accounts for changes in the 
volume of the water column as a result of changing its in situ density due to the non-linear equation of state. This 
relationship is valid for non-Boussinesq fluids only ( see Appendix A ), so that implementation of this diagnostic 
for Boussinesq models must account for the volume expansion.

The reference level, zr, in Equation 11 is arbitrary and drops out from the ΔPg calculation due to mass conserva-
tion between the initial and mixed state. The cancellation is trivial to show when written in ( hydrostatic ) pressure 
coordinates ( with dp = −g ρ dz ), where the pressure integration bounds are stationary in time with respect to 
mixing within the column:

Δ𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 = −

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

PE at Mixed State 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

∫
𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏

(𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑝𝑝 −

Current State 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

∫
𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏

(𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑝𝑝

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

= −∫
𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏

(𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚 − 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖) d𝑝𝑝𝑝 (12)

In this equation, z is the vertical position as a function of pressure ( for the initial, zi, and final, zm, state ), whereas 
pt and pb are the top and bottom hydrostatic pressures. An equivalent form of Equation 12 using the specific 
volume, α = 1/ρ, is particularly useful for accurately and efficiently calculating PE changes due to mixing in 
numerical models:

Δ𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 = −∫
𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏

(𝛼𝛼𝑚𝑚 − 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖)
𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔
d𝑝𝑝𝑝 (13)

where this equality holds when assuming a vanishing surface pressure ( this form of the PE change underpins 
the energetically constrained surface mixing parameterization described by Reichl and Hallberg ( 2018 ) ). Equa-
tions 11–13 formally yield the mechanical energy required to mix the water column from its current stratified 
state to its maximum PE homogeneous state, giving the work associated with raising the center of mass.

For this discussion we have assumed that the initial state for the column is statically stable, and thus that the homo-
geneous layer would have more PE than the initial state. In convectively unstable situations ( e.g., high-latitude 
winter or night time ) the initial state can have more PE than the mixed state. This situation indicates that the 
column has energy available to convert to turbulence.

2.3. The Simplified Potential Energy Anomaly, ϕ

Using the PE budget to characterize a mixed layer is similar to studies that define a PE anomaly, ϕ, to assess 
stratification in a water column ( e.g., Burchard & Hofmeister, 2008; Simpson, 1981 ). However, Equation 11 is 
not identical to this usual PE anomaly. The two can only be treated equivalently after making certain assumptions 
about the fluid and its equation of state.

The traditional definition of ϕ comes from assuming the homogenized state is defined by directly averaging the 
potential density

𝜙𝜙 = ∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

(

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃
− 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

𝜃𝜃

)

𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔 d𝑔𝑔𝑧 (14)
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where the reference state zr does not appear because the z-integral of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
𝜃𝜃
 and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃
 are identical by definition

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃
≡ 1

𝜂𝜂 + ℎ ∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜃𝜃
d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (15)

Both the PE anomaly, ϕ, and ΔPg have dimensions of energy per area, which 
are either directly or approximately related to the energy required to mix the 
fluid. For the case of ΔPg, it is exactly the energy requirement to homog-
enize the column between z = −h and z = η. In contrast, ϕ makes several 
approximations by assuming potential density is directly homogenized in the 
fully mixed state. With a nonlinear seawater equation of state, this approach 
can vary in accuracy when compared to averaging the seawater constituents 
within a particular water column. These approximations are accounted for 
in the dynamic ϕ equation of Burchard and Hofmeister ( 2008 ) by their term 
“G” in their Equation 15. Because ϕ is computed by volume averaging ρθ 
directly, rather than from the ρθ resulting from the directly averaged constitu-
ents ( which are not generally the same ), ϕ bypasses concerns between Bouss-
inesq and non-Boussinesq models ( see Appendix A ), though it is inconsistent 
with the model energy budget except when simplified forms of the equation 
of state are assumed. Despite these assumptions, we later show that results 
derived using ϕ are usually consistent with those from ΔPg for applications 
related to typical surface mixed layers observed in the ocean.

3. The Mixed Layer Potential Energy Anomaly
The concept of PE anomaly and ΔPg metrics that describe ocean stratifica-
tion have now been introduced along with their connection to boundary layer 
turbulence. In this section we apply PE based diagnostics to first characterize 
and then to define the ocean surface mixed layer.

3.1. Characterizing a Mixed Layer From PE Anomaly

Yamaguchi et al. ( 2019 ) recently applied the budget equation for ϕ to analyze 
the seasonal evolution of North Pacific stratification. For their approach, h in 
Equation 14 is estimated using the threshold method MLD ( with 0.03 kg m −3 

density criteria ). Here we use a similar strategy to demonstrate the sensitivity of ϕ to various stratification config-
urations that yield the same threshold method MLD. Although in this exercise we only investigate sensitivity of 
ϕ, we later demonstrate that ϕ is usually consistent with the in situ density based ΔPg. Hence, the limitations in 
the threshold method MLD found here with ϕ extend to the general case.

3.1.1. Density Threshold Method Can Yield Same MLD for Distinct Stratifications

In Figure 1, we consider three physically plausible potential density profiles that yield the same MLD, hML = 100 m, 
using the threshold method with a potential density difference of 0.03 kg m −3. The corresponding values of the 
PE anomalies, ϕ, range between 70 J m −2 and 370 J m −2. For a reference, approximately 100 J m −2 of kinetic 
energy is converted to PE when a 12 m/s wind blows over a section of ocean for about 1 day ( see Appendix B for 
more context of these energy values ). We thus see that the threshold method yields different PE anomalies, and 
thus different levels of stratification within equivalent mixed layers. We conclude that the threshold method for 
diagnosing the mixed layer is unable to distinguish between fundamentally distinct vertical stratifications.

Note that the MLD for the two-layer ( blue/dash-dot ) curve in Figure 1 would be better measured by reducing the 
threshold value from 0.03 kg m −3 to capture the apparent MLD value of 50 m. Even so, a similar exercise could 
be taken where the lower layer potential density is similarly reduced, meaning that this modified threshold is not 
general. A more refined algorithm approach, such as HT09, could find the apparent MLD of 50 m by choosing 
the location of maximum density gradient in the two-layer case.

Figure 1. Profiles for linear ( red-dashed ), 2-layer ( blue dash-dotted ) with 
the layers of equal size, and fully mixed for 90% of the mixed layer with 
linear stratification below ( green dotted ). The legend gives the potential 
energy anomaly, ϕ, which is determined by the difference between the given 
profile and its counterpart that is perfectly homogenized in potential density. 
For computing the threshold mixed layer depth we set reference zd = 0 for 
simplicity. The two-layer ( blue/dash-dot ) curve is constructed so that the lower 
layer is below the threshold density by a small value until exactly 100 m depth. 
The linear red/dash curve reaches a potential density at 100 m that is 0.03 kg 
m −2 greater than the surface. The partially mixed ( green/dot ) curve is similar 
to the linear except that the linear portion is only applied to the bottom 10% 
of the column and the column is homogeneous in potential density for depths 
shallower than 90 m.
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3.1.2. Energetic Requirements to Homogenize to a Specified hML

We now consider how the PE anomaly would change in the profiles shown in 
Figure 1 if the hML used for the threshold method is varied from 1 to 4,000 m. 
In each case, the profiles remain consistent as pictured in Figure 1, except 
they are stretched in the vertical to satisfy the range of mixed layer depths. 
As seen in Figure 2, we find an offset in ϕ for a given hML ( along the y-axis ) 
depending on specifics of the profile ( as described by Figure 1 ). However, 
there is a huge variation in ϕ with changing hML ( along the x-axis ) for each 
of the three profiles. We see that for deeper mixed layer depths the energy 
requirement to homogenize what was identified as the “mixed” layer can 
become increasingly large, with the threshold criteria exceeding 10 5 J m −2 
for all profiles down to a depth of 4,000 m. Finding a MLD of 4,000 m from 
the 0.03 kg m −3 potential density threshold method is rare in nature, but it 
is a plausible MLD during intense deep water formation events in the high 
latitudes ( such as a polyna ).

As revealed in the first example of Figure  1, the MLD evaluated using 
the threshold criteria generally contains significant stratification from the 

perspective of the PE anomaly. The fundamental problem with the threshold based MLD is that it does not 
account for the PE implications of interchanging fluid elements of different density over distances along the 
vertical axis against gravity. The threshold method thus misses a key energetic constraint, whereby the resistance 
to mixing depends not only on the density difference but also on the physical distance.

We also draw attention to the shallower MLDs ( between 1 and 10 m ) defined from the threshold method 0.03 kg 
m −3 criteria that require less than 10 J m −2 of energy to homogenize. In many implementations of the thresh-
old method, the reference position is taken as zd = −10 m, thus these shallow MLDs are not even achievable. 
However, some regions of the world ( e.g., the Arctic ) regularly have MLDs shallower than 10 m, and accurately 
characterizing these MLDs is important for understanding mixed layer processes. This exercise therefore also 
demonstrates that the threshold method may incorrectly estimate the MLD in shallow mixing regions by identi-
fying mixed layer depths that are very sensitive to the threshold value and reference level, with highly variable 
energetic implications.

3.1.3. Realistic Profiles for the World Ocean

To provide global context on the PE analysis of threshold MLDs, we use a gridded Argo-based monthly temper-
ature/salinity product ( see Roemmich and Gilson ( 2009 ), obtained from https://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatol-
ogy.html ) to estimate potential density profiles globally on a 1° × 1° grid. This Argo product gives a reasonable 
estimate of Θ, S profiles, though the spatial and temporal interpolation between measurements occasionally 
produces stratification artifacts above the pycnocline. The gridded product is interpreted as a monthly average 
of density profiles, and therefore is expected to be more diffuse than individual profiles. In other words, the 
monthly mean MLD should be defined when possible as the monthly mean of the MLD and not the MLD of the 
monthly mean profile. However, the complete and gridded nature of this data set make it a qualitatively useful 
tool for the present demonstration. We use this product to estimate the threshold method MLD ( diagnosed with 
the Δρθ = 0.03 kg m −3 ), the HT09 MLD, and the associated value of ϕ for each computed MLD at each grid point 
for all months from 2004 to 2020.

In Figure 3 we show the 10th percentile of the time series of threshold method MLDs and corresponding values 
of ϕ, which approximately represents Summer conditions. For these shallow MLDs we find small variation in 
ϕ, or the amount of energy needed to mix through the stratification within the diagnosed mixed layer. However, 
for the 90th percentile values ( which approximately represent Winter conditions, Figure 4 ), we see the energy 
needed to mix to the threshold MLD exceeds 1,500 J m −2. In both cases we see that the HT09 algorithm MLD 
yields smaller values of ϕ than the threshold method for the deep MLDs ( Figures 3 and 4, lower panels ). Yet, 
the HT09 algorithm MLD still yields significant variations in latitude for the energy needed to mix through the 
stratification in the diagnosed mixed layer. Further, there are wide-swaths of the lower-latitude oceans where the 
HT09 algorithm predicts a MLD with greater PE anomaly than the threshold method.

Figure 2. Energetic requirement to perfectly homogenize a weakly-stratified 
mixed layer as a function of layer thickness for potential density profiles 
corresponding to the colors in Figure 1. Note the log scales on both axes.
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3.2. Defining the MLD From Potential Energy Anomaly

The threshold method for defining the MLD, hML, is convenient for its simplicity, but we have now demonstrated 
a weakness that it only considers the discrete density difference as a proxy for stratification and does not consider 
the integrated depth distribution of density. The HT09 algorithm identifies MLDs with smaller ϕ than the thresh-
old method in deep MLD scenarios, but still these MLDs have significant variation in ϕ.

To better consider variability in stratification within the mixed layer, we propose to instead define hML to satisfy 
a prescribed value for the PE anomaly. That is, we modify Equation 11 by replacing the lower integral bound 
with the MLD:

Δ𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔 = ∫
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚

−ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) 𝑔𝑔 d𝑧𝑧 − ∫
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖

−ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑔𝑔 (𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟) d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (16)

and the same to Equation 14:

𝜙𝜙 = ∫
𝜂𝜂

−ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

(

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃
− 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖

𝜃𝜃

)

𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔 d𝑔𝑔𝑧 (17)

Figure 3. Left column: The 10th percentile ( Summer ) mixed layer depth ( MLD ) hML defined using the 0.03 kg m −3 density difference criteria ( top ) and the HT09 
algorithm method ( bottom ). Right column: The 10th percentile ( Summer ) potential energy ( PE ) anomaly of the mixed layer defined using the method in the left 
column. MLD and PE anomalies are computed from the Argo gridded data product of Roemmich and Gilson ( 2009 ), obtained from https://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_
Climatology.html.
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The traditional ϕ calculation computes 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝜃𝜃
 and ϕ from a given value of hML ( or Θm, Sm, and ΔPg ), since these quan-

tities are interrelated ( e.g., as in the previous section ). We propose that instead of providing the value hML, we can 
provide the value of ϕ ( or ΔPg ) and solve for a value hML corresponding to the prescribed energy. Through this 
PE-based approach, the MLD calculation is improved to consider an integrated depth distribution of the density. 
These equations are usually applied to discrete measurements and not integrable functional forms, complicating 
solving for hML directly. However, iterative techniques can be applied to a high degree of accuracy to solve for hML 
with a given value of ΔPg or ϕ.

Using ϕ or ΔPg to define the MLD is physically grounded from energetic constraints. However, this approach 
still requires choosing a dimensional criteria. This ϕ or ΔPg criteria has a clear physical meaning from a bound-
ary layer turbulence perspective; that is, it tells how deep a given amount of energy can homogenize a water 
column. The precise energy value could be chosen from theoretical or climatological arguments. For example, 
in a TKE-based surface boundary layer parameterization, the evolution of TKE and PE is predicted following 
equations similar to Equation 2. In convectively unstable situations, mixing can release TKE that can be available 
to increase PE further down in the water column ( penetrative convection ). We do not apply special treatment to 

Figure 4. Left column: The 90th percentile ( Winter ) mixed layer depth ( MLD ), hML, defined using the 0.03 kg m −3 density difference criteria ( top ) and the HT09 
algorithm method ( bottom ). Right column: The 90th percentile ( Winter ) potential energy ( PE ) anomaly of the mixed layer defined using the method in the left 
column. MLD and PE anomalies are computed from the Argo gridded data product of Roemmich and Gilson ( 2009 ), obtained from https://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/
RG_Climatology. html.
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the convectively unstable columns in our method, such that the presence of unstable water near the surface will 
lead to a deeper MLD.

One solution to justify the choice for ϕ and ΔPg is to relate the energy value to the local wind, wave, or surface 
buoyancy flux conditions. This approach relates mixing to non-dimensional threshold values based on phys-
ics, such as the m∗ and n∗ parameters in bulk mixed layer parameterizations ( Kraus & Turner, 1967; Reichl & 
Hallberg, 2018 ). These parameterizations estimate when there is more ( less ) energy to produce a deeper ( shal-
lower ) turbulent boundary layer. However, we prefer a method to estimate MLDs from observed temperature 
and salinity profiles from Argo profiles without requiring additional data. Therefore, we choose to have the only 
independent variables in our approach be the temperature and salinity profiles. While we explore recommended 
ranges of energy ΔPg or ϕ in this study, we emphasize that the degree of inhomogeneity allowed in a mixed layer 
( and hence the precise energy value ) may differ for different applications. Sensitivity to choices for ΔPg and ϕ is 
given in Section 4.3. For demonstration, we use a value of 10 J m −2 unless otherwise specified in the next several 
sections ( see Appendix B for context of the energy values ).

4. Analysis of the PE Based Surface Mixed Layer Depth
In the previous sections we have introduced how the PE anomaly can be used to measure the stratification of a 
seawater column. We then demonstrated how the PE anomaly can be used to define the MLD. In this section we 
analyze the sensitivity of this method to specific choices, including when ϕ is an approximation for ΔPg and a 
brief analysis of the sensitivity of the PE based MLD to the chosen energy value.

4.1. Comparing PE Anomaly ϕ With Full Calculation ΔPg

In this section we explore the differences between using ΔPg ( Equation 16 ) and ϕ ( Equation 17 ) to solve for hML. 
To briefly recap the differences, ϕ computes the PE anomaly assuming the potential density is directly homoge-
nized whereas ΔPg computes the PE change after homogenizing Θ and S separately. Since the equation of state 
is a nonlinear function of ( Θ, S, p ), ϕ is not equivalent to ΔPg. However, since only one quantity is homogenized 
in the calculation to solve for hML using ϕ, the method is simpler to implement. Using ϕ is therefore the preferred 
method when it yields a similar result to ΔPg. We show that for most practical applications, using ϕ gives a simi-
lar result to using ΔPg.

We now compare the value of hML predicted using the ϕ and ΔPg methods utilizing a selection of idealized 
profiles. In Section 3.1 we specified profiles of ρθ directly, but here we specify profiles of Conservative Temper-
ature Θ and Absolute Salinity S to compute ρ from a realistic equation of state ( see Feistel ( 2008 ) and https://
teos-10.github.io/GSW-Python/intro.html ). We construct three profiles, which include ( see Figure 5 ) a constant 
Θ gradient ( red dashed ), a two-layer Θ profile ( blue dot-dashed ), and a profile that is well-mixed near the surface 
with a constant Θ gradient below ( green dotted ). In each case Absolute Salinity S is held constant at 35 g kg −1. 
The structure of each Θ profile was selected so it satisfies a threshold method hML of 100 m.

In the previous application ( Figure 1 ) we computed ϕ due to mixing the column to 100 m, but here we compute 
hML from each profile using both the ΔPg approach ( upper left panel, Equation 16 ) and the ϕ approach ( upper 
right panel, Equation 17 ). In both cases we specify an energy value of 10  J m −2 to solve for hML, which ( as 
demonstrated later ) is roughly consistent with hML computed from the 0.03 kg m −3 potential density threshold 
method. Both the ϕ and ΔPg methods yield similar MLDs for all three profiles, notably 34.70–34.72 m for the 
linear profile, 51.39–51.40 m for the two-layer profile, and 93.90–93.91 m for the partially mixed profile. The 
similarity supports the notion that the approximation to use ϕ instead of ΔPg is accurate to compute the MLD 
from these three profiles. We also note that both energy methods estimate MLDs closer to those that would be 
visually chosen for these profiles ( e.g., about 50 m for the two-layer profile ). These MLDs are always less than 
100 m, which is the MLD in all cases using the threshold method.

The above exercise demonstrates cases where ϕ and ΔPg yield similar results. We now demonstrate idealized 
cases where ϕ and ΔPg yield different results. For this demonstration we specify two additional idealized profiles. 
First, we mimic a high-latitude winter density profile by specifying a profile with Θ = 4°C above 500 m and 
Θ = 2°C below 500 m ( blue dotted curves, Figure 5, lower panels ). Second, we mimic a low-latitude density 
profile with a constant dΘ/dz from Θ = 25°C at the surface to Θ = 2°C below 500 m ( red dashed curves, Figure 5, 
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lower panels ). The value hML using ϕ and ΔPg is similar for both profiles for energies from 1−10 4 J m −2 ( see 
Figure  6 ). However, providing >10 5  J m −2 of energy exposes cases where ϕ and ΔPg yield different results 
( emphasized by providing the values directly for 10 6 J m −2 in the lower panels of Figure 5 ).

The error from using ϕ in place of ΔPg therefore increases as the energy is increased. The error becomes greater 
than a few percent in these profiles when the energy exceeds 10 5 J m −2. For energies less than 10 4 J m −2 the error 
is less than one percent in both cases, suggesting that the approximation of using ϕ can be taken to be a very good 
one with energies less than 100 J m −2. However, if using large energy values that penetrate to large pressures, the 

Figure 5. Comparing the calculation of hML from the potential energy metrics of ΔPg ( Left column ) and ϕ ( Right column ). Top panels: Three relatively shallow 
profiles that yield hML = 100 m with the threshold method and the corresponding Θ ( left ) and potential density profiles referenced to the surface ( right ). The legend 
gives the computed hML from the ΔPg ( left ) and ϕ ( right ) methods, respectively. Bottom panels: Two deep profiles that yield significantly different values of hML when 
computed from ΔPg ( left ) and ϕ ( right ).
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full calculation of ΔPg is recommended. We note that this finding is relevant for general use of PE anomaly as a 
metric, and not just mixed layer analysis.

4.2. Case Studies From Two Argo Floats

We now compare the impact of the PE based MLD relative to the threshold and HT09 methods using a time series 
of Θ, S, p measurements from two Argo floats. We chose floats from dynamically distinct regions in the Southern 
Ocean ( ID: 3900660 ) and Equatorial Pacific ( ID: 5904545 ) to highlight the behavior of the calculation in two 
very different settings. For all calculations here we use an energy value of 10 J m −2 for the PE based methods.

We first focus on the Southern Ocean float 3900660, which yields relatively deep MLDs due to the low surface 
temperature and weak vertical stratification ( Figure 7 ). This float records several deep mixed layers in the winter, 
particularly near the beginning of its operation when it reached its southernmost latitude approaching 60°S. 
The float observed MLDs approaching or exceeding 200 m as observed by the various methods to compute 
hML ( upper-right ). The threshold and HT09 algorithm methods estimate three events with MLDs approaching 
400–500 m, while the energy based method only approaches 400 m for the profiles around profile number 200.

We plot the value hML for each profile diagnosed from the ΔPg method against the value diagnosed from the ϕ, 
threshold, and HT09 algorithm methods ( lower left panel, dots ). There is strong agreement between the ϕ and 
ΔPg methods, supporting the finding using idealized profiles that it is accurate for MLD calculations to use 
ϕ instead of ΔPg. However, there are significant differences between hML from the energy methods versus the 
threshold and HT09 algorithm methods. These differences are consistent with the range of values of ϕ found 
using the gridded global product ( Figures  3 and  4 ). We summarize the results by a quantile-quantile ( Q-Q, 

Figure 6. Variation of the computed value of hML with different supplied energies using both ϕ ( black ) and ΔPg ( red ) for ( Upper panels ) the red-dashed profile from 
Figure 5 and ( Lower panels ) the blue-dotted profile. The symbols lie on top of each other for values less than 10 4 J m −2. ( Right panels ) The fractional error of the ϕ 
method relative to ΔPg as a function of supplied energy.
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plotting values from the PDF from 1% to 99% ) comparison between the methods ( bottom left, solid lines ). The 
Q-Q comparison also yields consistently deeper values of hML from the threshold and HT09 algorithm methods 
compared to the PE methods across the full range of percentiles. The range of PE anomalies, ϕ for the threshold 
and HT09 methods ( bottom right ) further emphasize that the mixed layers defined from the standard methods 
yield significant variability in PE anomaly for the mixed layer, spanning several orders of magnitude. The PE 
anomaly ϕ for the ΔPg based method is very close to 10 J m −2, further emphasizing the close agreement between 
the two methods.

We next show the same results for equatorial Argo float 5904545, which spent the majority of its operation 
between 5°S and the equator, tracking the edge of the Pacific cold tongue ( Figure 8 ). Despite being in a different 
dynamical regime, the results from this float are similar to those for float 3900660 above. One difference is that 
the MLDs from 5904545 are much shallower on average. Because the MLDs are shallower, the energy based 
methods are more consistent with the threshold and HT09 algorithm methods ( see particularly the agreement 
below about 30 m in the Q-Q plot, lower-left solid lines ). However, the threshold and HT09 algorithm methods 
still yield a deeper hML than the energy methods for the deepest months ( particularly for the Q-Q comparison ). 
The range of PE anomalies, ϕ, for the threshold and HT09 methods ( bottom right ) again shows significant vari-
ability in PE anomaly for the mixed layer.

This analysis from individual Argo floats emphasize similar points found using the gridded datasets. The 
traditional methods yield mixed layers with significant variability in PE anomaly, suggesting a very different 

Figure 7. ( Upper-left ) Track of Float 3900660 between 2008 and 2016 with mean SST from https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html. Upper right: 
mixed layer depth ( MLD ) versus profile number ( after QC ) from the threshold ( blue ), HT09 algorithm ( black ), and ϕ ( gray ) methods, with potential density time-series 
in the colormap. The ΔPg line is omitted because it would be difficult to distinguish from the ϕ line. Lower-left: MLD from the ΔPg method versus MLD from the 
other three methods with colors corresponding to the upper-right panel. The raw data is shown in dots while the statistics are shown with Q-Q values in the lines ( e.g., 
plotting values from the PDF from 1% to 99% ). Lower-right: PE anomaly of the mixed layer using the threshold, HT09, and ΔPg methods to compute the MLD. Note 
the log-scale for the y-axis.
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stratification occurs within similar mixed layer depths. The PE based methods constrain the PE anomaly, thus 
yielding a metric with more consistent integrated stratification within the mixed layer.

4.3. Sensitivity of the MLD to the Energy Value

We now discuss the sensitivity of the ϕ-based MLD to the chosen value of ϕ. Since we already showed that the 
difference between ΔPg and ϕ is small for diagnosing surface mixed layers, we only consider ϕ in this section.

We first show the resulting 10th percentile ( Figure  9 ) and 90th percentile ( Figure  10 ) of the time series of 
MLD globally using ϕ = 1, 10, 25, and 100 J m −2. The Θ, S profiles for this exercise use the Roemmich and 
Gilson ( 2009 ) monthly binned Argo data discussed previously ( Section 3.1.3 ). We compare the global means 
and the spatial patterns to confirm that a value between 10 and 25 J m −2 yields an MLD consistent with the 
threshold and HT09 algorithm methods for the summer ( 10th percentile ) MLDs ( see Figure 3 ). For the winter 
( 90th percentile ) MLDs ( see Figure 4 ), we find an energy value around 100 J m −2 or more would be needed to 
match the global mean MLDs from the threshold and HT09 algorithm methods. We therefore suggest choosing 
a value of ϕ between 10 and 25 J m −2 to find MLDs most consistent with the threshold and HT09 methods, but 
for different applications smaller or larger values may be appropriate. For reference, 10 J m −2 of kinetic energy 
is converted to PE when a 15 m/s wind blows over a section of ocean for about 1 hour ( see Appendix B for more 
context of these energy values ).

Figure 8. ( Upper-left ) Track of Float 5904545 between 2014 and 2020 with mean SST from https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html. ( Upper 
right ) mixed layer depth ( MLD ) versus profile number ( after QC ) from the threshold ( blue ), HT09 algorithm ( black ), and ϕ ( gray ) methods, with potential density 
time-series in the colormap. The ΔPg line is omitted because it would be difficult to distinguish from the ϕ line. ( Lower-left ) MLD from the ΔPg method versus MLD 
from the other three methods with colors corresponding to the upper-right panel. The raw data is shown in dots while the statistics are shown with Q-Q values in the 
lines ( e.g., plotting values from the PDF from 1% to 99% ). ( Lower-right ) potential energy anomaly of the mixed layer using the threshold, HT09, and ΔPg methods to 
compute the MLD. Note the log-scale for the y-axis.
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In some regions, if the mixed layer is taken to represent a layer with the potential for turbulent mixing, then 
greater or smaller energy values may be useful for specific mixed layer analysis. For example, the Southern Ocean 
typically has high winds and significant buoyancy loss in the winter, meaning TKE levels are usually elevated. 
Therefore, the estimate of the mixed layer in this region could allow for a stronger degree of inhomogeneity 
within the MLD, and hence a larger energy value. The specific values of ϕ for more specific applications and how 
these relate to boundary layer depths will be explored further in future studies.

4.4. Comparing the Complexity of the Methods

The final comparison we investigate is the computational runtime, which is taken as a proxy for complexity of 
the different methods. For this experiment we implemented a Python version of the Holte and Talley  ( 2009 ) 
MATLAB algorithm to compare with the threshold and energy based calculations. The codes used in this manu-
script are all vectorized for performance across Nd arrays of profiles in one operation, which improves their 
efficiency to compute many MLDs in a single pass. However, in this timing exercise we step through the Argo 
arrays one profile ( 1d ) at a time to report an average calculation per profile.

The energy based methods solve for hML from the bounds of an integral ( Equations 16 and 17 ), so we iterate to 
find hML within some threshold. The iteration adds cost to the calculation, so we explore both a bisection iteration 

Figure 9. Maps of 10th percentile ( representing Summer conditions ) hML predicted from values of 1, 10, 25, and 100 J m −2 from the ϕ-based method.
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and a slightly more complex Newton's method iteration to evaluate the ϕ based MLD calculation. The bisection 
iteration continuously cuts the column in half to search for a solution and is straightforward to implement for both 
the ϕ and ΔPg based methods. The ϕ based method is simpler and so we also implement a Newton's method iter-
ation ( with some manipulation to the ΔPg approach it can also be approached with improved iteration methods ). 
Newton's method almost always converges after one iteration to a fractional precision of energy less than 10 −5 of 
the prescribed value of ϕ. The bisection convergence usually takes several iterations, depending on the vertical 
resolution at which the potential density profile is defined.

We can see from the results ( Table 2 ) that the simplicity of the threshold method yields the smallest runtime 
per profile, which is consistent with one justification for its standard use. The HT09 algorithm method is by 
far the slowest in both of these runs. The HT09 algorithm's runtime is primarily spent in a single step, where 
it estimates the MLD by computing the intersection of linear fits between the surface and interior profiles. The  
comparison between using ϕ and ΔPg shows that ϕ saves about 2-3x the computation from the full PE calcula-
tion in ΔPg. This increase in calculation time for ΔPg is primarily because there is a second field to homogenize 
and because the non-linear equation of state is called multiple times. The ΔPg runtime may be reduced through 
a local linearization of the equation of state, without significant impact on its accuracy ( as is done, e.g., by 
the ePBL boundary layer parameterization of Reichl and Hallberg  ( 2018 ) ). Switching from the bisection to  
Newton's iteration also introduces an additional 2-3x speed up.  Using the energy based method to estimate  

Figure 10. Maps of 90th percentile ( representing Winter conditions ) hML predicted from values of 1, 10, 25, and 100 J m −2 from the ϕ-based method.
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the MLD is therefore only about a factor of two slower than the threshold 
method, and is significantly faster to implement than the HT09 algorithm.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
We propose here to use the gravitational PE to define the MLD. Since the 
mixed layer is a region with low stratification due to high mixing, this defi-
nition is linked to physical processes in boundary layer turbulence theory. 
The PE-based method works by estimating the depth to which a given energy 
could homogenize a layer of seawater. This approach offers conceptual bene-
fits compared to traditional methods since it measures the integrated stratifi-
cation over a given depth.

We explore two methods to compute the PE difference between a well-mixed 
layer and its current state. The first method uses the exact temperature and 
salinity based calculations, and the second uses a simpler “PE anomaly” 
approach from the potential density. In general, we find the simpler approach 
to solve for the MLD from the PE anomaly ( Equation 17 ) is sufficient for 
most surface mixed layer studies.

We also discuss the appropriate range of values of ϕ, or the amount of energy prescribed, for defining a typical 
mixed layer. We find that energies in the range of 10–25 J m −2 yield MLDs that are generally consistent with 
previous methods in typical conditions. However, considering multiple ϕ values is often useful, as it can provide 
PE-based information about the stratification over a variety of extents. Larger values of ϕ can yield information 
about how deep larger mixing events may penetrate, which may be useful in certain regions and seasons.

Since the proposed PE-based method is motivated by boundary layer theory, the MLD it yields is more consistent 
with the BLD from turbulent mixing parameterizations ( e.g., Reichl & Hallberg, 2018 ). Therefore, alternative 
strategies to choose a value for ϕ that is optimized against the BLD from a turbulence perspective will be explored 
in future studies. Preliminary analysis from climate model output indicates that a value around 15 J m −2 yields 
MLDs roughly consistent with typical BLD values. This preliminary analysis also indicates that the PE-based 
MLD is significantly better correlated with BLD variability than traditional methods. In this study we do not 
discriminate between the TKE sources for mixing and the definition of the MLD, but doing so could connect the 
MLD even more directly to the BLD.

We find that the PE-based MLD is usually consistent with other methods ( e.g., the potential density thresh-
old method and HT09 algorithm method ) for shallower mid-latitude MLDs such as found in the summer time. 
However, in winter time the PE-based MLDs are consistently much shallower than the threshold and HT09 
MLDs ( especially at higher-latitudes ). A previous study ( Noh & Lee, 2008 ) finds that the deeper threshold based 
winter MLDs are less correlated with the depth of the active turbulence BLD. In contrast, our proposed PE-based 
MLD is better correlated with the BLD in both shallow and deep mixed layers in our preliminary analysis, justi-
fying its use to define the MLD in both regimes. Furthermore, traditional threshold based methods are often 
difficult to implement in extremely shallow MLD regions such as occur in the Arctic due to large sensitivity to 
the threshold value and choice for the reference depth. In contrast, the PE-based MLD can be implemented in the 
same manner globally, with a clear interpretation of the result.

One motivation for the PE-based method is for climate model analysis and evaluation, where computational 
requirements are a significant concern. We find that the PE-based method is only slightly more complex to 
implement than the common threshold methods, and it is much simpler than HT09 algorithm method ( e.g., based 
on runtime reported in Table 2 ). Hence, the PE-based method can be used to identify mixed layer depths from 
Argo floats and to produce gridded climatologies, which can be used for numerous oceanographic applications. 
In particular, because the PE-based method defines a MLD that is more consistent with the BLD, we propose its 
use as a metric to evaluate boundary layer turbulence mixing schemes in numerical models.

Method Argo 3900660 Argo 5904545

Threshold 0.0005 s 0.0010 s

HT09 Algorithm 0.0783 s 0.9321 s

ϕ, bisection 0.0029 s 0.0037 s

ΔPg, bisection 0.0057 s 0.0100 s

ϕ, Newton 0.0013 s 0.0021 s

Note. The timing experiment was performed 10 times across the full set of 
profiles and the average is reported. The vertical resolution of the two floats 
differs from 72 levels in 3900660 to 1055 levels in 5904545, which slows the 
calculation in the equatorial region despite the shallower MLDs ( which are 
usually proportionally quicker to find ).

Table 2 
Timing per Profile of Argo Calculations for 204 Quality Controlled Profiles 
From Float 3900660 and 209 Quality Controlled Profiles From Float 
5904545
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Appendix A: Comments on the Boussinesq Approximation
Many numerical ocean models utilize the Boussinesq approximation to formulate their governing equations. 
Hence, we here comment on the application of the potential energy ( PE ) method to a Boussinesq fluid. The flow 
in a Boussinesq fluid satisfies the incompressible continuity equation, ∂ui/∂xi = 0, and scalar diffusion applies to 
the volume-weighted mean of scalars ( including temperature and salinity ), rather than the mass-weighted mean. 
Hence, the Boussinesq fluid does not change its volume during mixing. Instead, the Boussinesq fluid changes 
its total mass when evaluated from the resulting in situ density evolution. The absence of mass conservation 
means that a dependence of ΔPg on the reference state zr no longer exactly drops out. This lack of cancellation is 
demonstrated by noting that

∫
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 d𝑧𝑧 = ∫
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚 d𝑧𝑧 ≠ ∫
𝜂𝜂𝑖𝑖

−ℎ

𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚 d𝑧𝑧𝑧 (A1)

for a general equation of state. The first relation in Equation A1 considers the change in the volume in response 
to going from ρ to ρm, while the second form that applies to a Boussinesq fluid has a fixed volume. The absence 
of explicit mass conservation demonstrates that a Boussinesq fluid cannot be treated through the usual definition 
of PE change from the in situ mean density and its homogenized form. The emergence of zr as a relevant param-
eter is an error associated with applying the non-Boussinesq energetics to the Boussinesq fluid, and we do not 
seek an equivalent solution for this metric in the Boussinesq framework. The optimal solution may also consider 
the dynamic potential enthalpy, which is a thermodynamic potential needed to close the Boussinesq mechanical 
energy budget with a pressure dependent equation of state ( Young, 2010 ).

Appendix B: Understanding the Energy Values
The PE-based mixed layer depth method requires specifying an energy amount to mix the column. Here we 
provide some physical context for the energy values included in this paper. The energy flux into mixing from the 
wind is often parameterized from:

𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝑚𝑚∗𝑢𝑢
3
∗, (B1)

where u∗ is the wind friction velocity. The wind friction is often parameterized from a drag coefficient Cd as

𝑢𝑢∗ =
√

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 (𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎∕𝜌𝜌0)𝑈𝑈10, (B2)

where U10 is the mean, neutral ten-meter wind speed and ρa is a mean air density. The drag coefficient is usually 
taken to vary with wind speed and other factors, but since we are only interested in order of magnitude values 
here we use a constant value of Cd = 0.0015. The value of m∗ also varies with forcing conditions ( Reichl & 
Hallberg, 2018 ), but for simplicity here we choose a constant value of m∗ = 0.4.

We use the wind-driven mixing energy as a guide to offer physical intuition for the energy values presented in  
this manuscript. In Figure B1 we provide the amount of energy into mixing for wind durations of 1 hr ( left ), 1 day 
( middle ), and 1 year ( right ) as a function of the wind speed. From the left panel we see that 10 J m −2 of energy is 
roughly provided to mixing from about one hour of a moderate wind ( 15 m s −1 ). From the center panel we see that 
100 J m −2 of energy is roughly provided to mixing from about one day of a moderate wind ( 12 m s −1 ). From the 
right panel we see that 10 6 J m −2 of energy would take one year of consistent high wind ( 35 m s −1 ). This empha-
sizes that 10–100 J m −2 of energy is plausible for mixing throughout much of the ocean during moderate wind 
events, while 10 6 J m −2 would require extreme duration of high winds. While we focus on wind input to provide 
physical context, energy can also be provided for mixing from other sources such as surface wave breaking and 
by PE release during intense convection.
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Figure B1. Estimates for the time required to provide a given amount of energy to turbulent mixing based on the wind speed and the current speed. The left panel is in 
units of hours for 10 J m −2 of energy, the center panel is in units of days for 100 J m −2, and the right panel is in units of days for 10 6 J m −2 of energy. Note the colorbars 
are logarithmic.

Data Availability Statement
All Python codes for computing the mixed layer depth using the various methods described in this manuscript 
are developed at https://github.com/breichl/oceanmixedlayers, the versions used in this work are available on 
Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6546795. Scripts to generate all Figures including data that is not 
otherwise available can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6546929. The Argo data were collected and 
made freely  available by the International Argo Program and the national programs that contribute to it ( https://
argo.ucsd.edu, https://www.ocean-ops.org ). The Argo Program is part of the Global Ocean Observing System. 
We presented results obtained from the Argo float data and metadata from Global Data Assembly Centre ( Argo 
GDAC )—Snapshot of Argo GDAC of 10 July 2021 ( SEANOE ) https://doi.org/10.17882/42182#86141. NOAA_
OI_SST_V2 data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSL, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at 
https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html.
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